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Editor’s note
Research education is a new part added to BioImpacts in terms of education for biomedical authors and researchers in basic concepts of various aspects of research. This part will be appeared in other issues of BioImpacts with regard to editors’ decisions. BioImpacts invites authors to contribute in this part sending a 250-word summary of their suggested topic to Editor-in-Chief. After editorial approval, author can submit full manuscript for review and publication purposes.

Introduction
Journals are the main formal information channels for scientific communications (Russell 2001, Lancaster and Smith 1978). One of the major goals of these scientific channels is to disseminate qualified scientific information. So, most journals have a peer-review filter to screen and improve qualified papers (Armstrong 1997) or to get them be matched with the aims and scope of journals (Jefferson et al 2002).

The process of finding a suitable journal to publish research findings is a proficiency in which not all the researchers are skilled. It occurs sometimes that a research activity is undermined because of lack of information in finding the appropriate journal or a work is rejected because of this matter. Therefore, it seems necessary to acquaint the researchers with some primitive criteria in finding and selecting the suitable journal for publicizing their research results. This information can facilitate the process of publication and prevent undermining or over-estimating a research.

Journal selectors
Scientific communities consist of various information producers and consumers who select journals considering different purposes. Researchers as authors, reviewers, editors, scientific communities, publishers, librarians, readers, policy makers, commercial and industrial companies, practitioners, indexing and abstracting services and even journals, on the one hand, may be the main journal selectors each of which has their own purposes and journal selection criteria. On the other hand, journals have their own manuscript selection criteria which may be in conflict with aforementioned selectors.

Scholars’ reasons for publication
Our audiences here are authors and researchers who are sometimes called scholars. Scholars who publish the results of their researches in journals follow similar publication aims.

Progress in human knowledge, improvement of patient care and scientific communication in the field might be the idealistic objectives of researchers (Thompson 2007); however, they may publish for other different purposes.
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(Zain et al 2011, Isfandyari-Moghaddam et al 2012). We listed some researchers’ motivations for publication through personal communication during our careers:

- Documentation of scientific information;
- Knowledge sharing;
- Expansion of a certain scientific field;
- Problem solving;
- Ownership of findings;
- Respect to religious beliefs;
- Personal promotion;
- Intrinsic satisfaction;
- Acquisition of awards and grants;
- To compete;
- To get money;
- To enjoy;
- To survive!
- Many other goals.

Absolutely, this is not a comprehensive list but may include main publication goals of authors. Actually, authors’ purposes for publication play the main role in choosing appropriate journal to submit their manuscripts. As well, goal determines required tools (i.e. journal) to achieve the goal. So, define your goal before starting journal selection process.

**Authors’ criteria for journal selection**

Here, we intended to present the main objective and subjective criteria which may be considered by potential authors in selecting the journal to submit and perhaps publish their works. We collected such criteria experimentally through scientific writing workshops held by the authors, personal conversations with researchers, discussions in focus groups and previously published literature. It is also an effort to categorize these criteria to make it easy to understand and memorize like a checklist or mnemonic tool to be utilized while selecting a journal.

**Manuscript topic**

**Aims and scope**

Every journal has to define its inclusion and exclusion criteria as aims and scope to receive only papers related to subject coverage of the journal. One of the editors’ roles is to check the content match of submissions regarding aims and scope of journal to sift related papers for reviewers. As a part of this role, editor may ask authors to send the paper to an appropriate journal or to change manuscript to increase compatibility. So, authors should keep in mind to study the scope of journal and check the frequency of their own manuscript topic with scope as well as topics of previously published papers in target journal.

**Journals published similar works**

There are other ways to find the journal related to the manuscript. References of manuscript are good guides which list the journals for the authors. Citing more than one paper from a certain journal in the manuscript imply a potential journal for submission. Moreover, eTBLSAT (Errami et al 2007), a free online software, could help the authors to find similar papers to authors’ works and authors may select the journal in which similar papers have been published. PubMed is another free comprehensive resource to search the keywords of manuscript using Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). Sorting the search results of PubMed by journal title will show the authors the alphabetically ranked names of journals that publish papers in similar topics.

**Publication types**

As the last tip of this part, authors should be aware of editorial policy about the accepted types of papers by journals. Some journals intended to publish limited types of papers. Name of journals containing “review” may indicate the coverage of article type; however, authors must study the editorial policy and authors’ guideline or instruction for authors for sure, as there are many types of review papers (Grant and Booth 2009). PubMed provided “publication type” limitation for the authors and authors could search the journal name, limiting results to their desired type of manuscript to find out if the journals accept such type.

**Audiences and usage**

**Specialty**

If you want to share your knowledge among special group of readers, it is crucial to select a popular journal of that group to increase the readership of your article. You may decide to publish your paper in a multidisciplinary journal versus field-oriented one to let the readers of other fields to study it. But this may decrease the readership of your paper among your colleagues. Also, the language of journal may be an effective factor in readership.

**Language**

Choosing a non-English journal strongly depends on your research trends. Action researches or local problem-based studies may be published in an international journal or a famous national journal especially in countries whose first language is not English. Authors may be permitted by journals to publish their works in more than one language when the ethical and legal conflicts are resolved between the authors and editors of journal that publish first edition of the paper.

**Presentation format**

Most journals have been online to absorb more potential readers, however, they still publish their papers in print format because readers’ reading behavior are different by age, nationality, education level, etc. Furthermore, academic libraries as main subscribers of journals need online edition for the fast search and retrieval besides print edition for the archive, copy purposes, study of old users and so on. It may be better to choose hybrid journals.
Usage

Although usage is one of the main criteria for the authors indicating the use of their paper, there is no consensus how to measure usage of papers published in journals. Accessibility of papers for readers does not quarantine the readership. Numbers related to downloads, requests for copy, subscriptions and even citations beside network facilities like log analysis could not be representative measures of the usage but could show the interests of users to a certain paper or journal.

Scientometrics

Journal Impact Factor (JIF) (Garfield 1955) is one of the most popular indicators of usage. JIF shows the average number of citations per paper published in a certain journal in the last two years. But, its application was changed where it may be used as research evaluation factor that could be an alert for researchers (Seglen 1992, 1997). Beside such deviated function, nonetheless JIF is a biased indicator affected by many confounders (Ha et al 2006). Dong et al (2005) already gathered most of the shortcomings of JIF and collected some tools as alternative indicators to resolve JIF problematic issues. Anyhow, importance of JIF made some editors of journals to find various ways to increase JIF of their own journals (Aydängöz 2010) to attract more and better manuscripts.

JIF could be a usage and perhaps a readership metric for journal not a single paper and it has different meanings for authors. Publishing the papers in high impact journals increases the possibility to get cited. In addition, JIF is accessible, applicable and popular but authors should strongly be aware of the limitations of JIF and not to use it dependently.

It was reported from many years ago for several times that there is a remarkable pressure on researchers to submit their papers to journals with higher JIF (Makeham and Pilowsky 2003, Muffuli 1995, Vinkler 1986). If the authors be supported by some funders caring JIF and citations to the work, they may choose a journal with a JIF which is compatible with the potential times their paper would be cited. Also, authors should use Journal Citation Report (JCR) to search for JIF of the journals and should not trust in what is reported in the websites of journals where some non-prestigious journals present fabricated statistics beside a fake JIF.

Anyhow, number of citations is not an ideal usage measurement. Garfield (1996) reported at least 15 reasons why a work is cited and not all of these rationales imply usage and prestige. Although, Garfield (1986) declared the meaning of impact, indicating that a citation means a paper has influenced an author and more often a paper is cited, the greater its influence on the scientific community, however, controversial ethical issues about citations should be considered by researchers (Reedijk 2011). Also, softwares such as EndNote and Reference Manager as the products of Thomson Reuters (formerly ISI) may change the face of citations and it happens that authors cite papers only via reading titles and abstracts instead of studying the full text. Although such softwares were produced to help authors in management of citation styles which differ among Law-Based, Theory-Based and Hypothesis-Based Sciences (Shokraneh and Zaidi 2009), but they could lead in an unusual study behavior, too. Times cited could not be assumed as times read (Bellini 2012) when the authors could cite papers never read.

H-Index (HI) (Hirsch 2005) which could be found via Web Of Science (WOS), Scopus and recently in free way of Google Scholar (using appropriate Firefox Scholar H-Index Calculator add-on or Harzing’s Publish or Perish software) may be another quantitative criterion for the authors and journals, but HI has its own deficiencies (Costas and Bordons 2007, Glänzel 2006, Bornmann and Daniel 2005). Because of different time and publication coverage of each resource, HI of a journal may differ among WOS, Scopus and Google Scholar.

As the last major scientometrics resource, SCImago uses Scopus data to present additional information about a new ranking of journals. It is going to be popular as a free complementary of Scopus.

By the way, looking at the numbers such as JIF, HI, rejection and acceptance rates and so on by itself could not be representative of a suitable journal but they may help authors in their final decision.

Visibility

Abstracting and indexing services

Visibility leads in accessibility and readership. Authors should know where to present their papers to get more readers. Before internet emergence, a number of individuals and libraries’ subscriptions of journals and coverage in printed bibliographic services like Index Medicus were important factors for the authors. Nowadays, they are replaced by the coverage of journal in topical bibliographic databases (Thyer 2008). Coverage and indexing of journals by main bibliographic databases is the best criteria in the selecting appropriate visible journal. Most of biomedical researchers search PubMed, as a free popular vast resource that includes MEDLINE and PubMed Central, to find their required papers. So, the coverage of journal in PubMed is a good option for the judgment about its visibility. Scopus and EMBASE, the products of Elsevier, could be the second option since they are not free. Free scientific search engines such as Google Scholar and Scirus, powered by Elsevier, could be the third options to show the visibility of journal. Most journals honestly report where they are covered by, but the authors should search such resources for certainty.
Coverage of journals in Thomson Reuters’ citation indexes and MEDLINE could not validate the journals. You may find examples of poor quality journals covered by such databases. Thus, submit to indexed journals to increase the visibility of your paper not to validate it.

Open access

Journal facility for open access to full papers besides choosing multidisciplinary journals, considering the topic of paper may make them more visible. Authors should realize that open access policies of journals are different and legal issues about the copy right owner and financial purposes in particular should be considered before the selection of an open access journal for visibility and readership purposes. Davis (2011) conducted a randomized clinical trial to assess the trends of readership and citations between open access and fee-based journals and concluded that open access to papers may lead in more readers than fee-based access, although additional readership may not result in more citations. Real advantage of open access is to those outside the core research field. Open access journals resolved some copyright issues in different models! Many of them ask authors to pay money to make their paper freely accessible for all users but keep the authors as copyright owners. Other open access journals make money only by accepting advertisement in their website/printed edition and make papers freely accessible. Some of them published by NGOs may not concern about financial issues. Some of the journals make free access to papers six months after fee-based publication. There are many other ways that journals use to be compatible to their environment but in most of them, authors are copyright owners.

As the final tip about open access, some of these journals may ask the authors to add “Authors’ contribution” section to papers and declare roles of each author. Before adding such section, authors should study authorship policy of journals as well as ICMJE (Vancouver Group) guideline for the trends in authorship order presented in biomedical papers (Burrows and Moore 2011). Unless they will be surprised by omission of one or more co-authors who have not meet authorship criteria.

Quality

Quality of journals could be divided into two parts: content and physical presentation.

Peer-review for scientific qualification

“The foundation of science is published evidence” (ISCU CFRS 2011) and editorial board of journals must be careful about scientific quality of submitted manuscripts. Scientific quality filter known as peer-review is a way in which reviewers critically study the manuscript to make sure about the scientific quality of content and methodology and to detect biases. Reviewers may comment on the manuscript and suggest new features or changes to make manuscript suitable for scientific community. Although peer-review is mostly subjective (Smith 2006) rather than objective and different reviewers may have different and sometimes paradoxical comments, there may be no better way for the accreditation of papers. As an adjusting solution, editors could help authors by assigning appropriate reviewers and solving controversial reviewers’ comments. Authors can check the quality of such comments to reveal the level of journal’s scientific quality. There are different types of peer-review and authors firstly could study the review process of each journal to select a desired one (Fahy 2010). Review process may be open (no blinding), double/single-blinded to serve anonymity of both authors and reviewers or only reviewers. In addition, journals may use internal or external reviewers that may affect time needed to review. Also, assigning appropriate keywords for manuscript and suggesting relevant reviewers by authors with regard to journal’s policy will help the editors to send the manuscript to suitable reviewers.

Physical quality

Author should care about the physical aspects of journals’ materials such as quality of paper, hard copies, colors, figures, tables, pictures, layout, typeface, headers and footers and paragraphs in sample online and printed papers. Psychologically, these features can affect attracting authors as well as readers’ attention and increase reading time which may be important for readers while reading long papers.

Authors may check the scientific quality of their own manuscript through comparing it with the previously published papers of those journals to find most compatible journal for submission. Checking appearance features is the second priority of authors.

Prestige

Aged journals may be experienced, well-known, stable, indexed in different databases and may have higher rejection rate. All of such attributes bring prestige, but such journals need brave authors who should be experienced, well-known and perhaps aged! Less prestige journals may make the publication easier but decrease quality and so, increase time period between acceptance and publication (Thyer 2008). Frank (1994) developed a research to evaluate authors’ criteria of choosing the journals to submit manuscripts. Although prestige was the main criteria authors’ cared about in initial submissions, the word prestige may be meant in different ways. Specifying a cut-off for the prestige of journal using following issues is suggested for authors.

Publisher

Journals published by prestigious publisher imply experience, precision and quality in some cases; however, the publisher rarely could interfere in the scientific process of manuscripts and it happens even such prestigious publishers publish less prestigious journals.
Editorial Board

A full-time well-known Editor-in-Chief who may be one of the leaders of a scientific field, reputation and internationality of editorial board, reviewers and even authors are the effective factors mentioned by authors in choosing a journal in our communications besides the affiliation of journal to a scientific community and location of editorial office.

Stability

Digital Object Identifier (DOI), as a unique digit signature for each paper and sometimes its figures or any other digital object, helps in locating the paper in the Internet. If the URL of a paper gets changed, registered DOI is stable for locating papers in the internet by adding DOI number to the end of http://dx.doi.org/. Assigning DOI, as ID number, to each paper may show the importance of stability of papers in the internet for journals. Some authors care about the stability of journal and papers; so most of well-known publishers provide DOI for all of the papers. Coverage of journal by indexing services and interfaces such as PubMed which assigns PMID for each paper could also be as important as DOI.

Communication

Most authors would like to be in contact with journal in different ways to get aware of journal policies and scopes or to track their own manuscript.

User-friendly website

Website of journal is the main communication media for the authors since it may include the links to services such as online submission and manuscript tracking system, phone and fax numbers, emails of editorial office and editors, contact forms, instruction for authors, review process, journal information, etc. An up to date website shows the journal activity and aliveness. Also, easy navigation and user-friendly interface save the time and energy of visitors including authors and readers.

Website managers should try to apply different search engine optimization methods to make their website visible in search engines. Some authors may discover a new interesting journal via Google. Then, they will communicate with a journal through its website, web design and different technical issues about user-friendliness may lead in a positive attitude of authors to the journal.

Authors’ freedom

Some journals provide facilities for authors to suggest their desired or undesired reviewers, although the editor may not care about the suggestions. Sometimes, journals give more freedom to authors before submission and let them to send an abstract to editors’ email to know whether the work meets journal scope (Fahy 2010). This method works in particular for review papers not been invited by the journal.

Alerting services

Reputed journals value their users and keep them aware of what happens in journal by sending email alerts containing table of contents of new issue, new article, special issues, invitations, celebrations, status of manuscript, number of downloads, new citations, etc. Besides these, they let users to easily stop such alerts for any reason.

Feedback

Since authors may opt for different ways of contact, journals should provide postal and email addresses, phone and fax numbers and online forms for comfortable communications. However, rapid responsiveness is more important than provision of contact channels. Any ignorance may frustrate authors and appropriate feedbacks may increase positive views. It is not amazing seeing authors glad when their manuscript is rejected in accordance with rational, invaluable and on-time comments and feedbacks. Some journals provide free English editing services for the first manuscript of new authors from non-English-spoken countries. Others edit the minimally plagiarized parts of new authors and educate them in different good manners. Anyhow, there are different ways journals employ to attract loyal authors.

Acting as reader, author, reviewer or editor of a certain journal empowers such people to submit to that journal. So, journals may seriously consider such relationship in an ethical way to attract more contributors.

Ethical and legal issues

Scientific journals never forget ethics and legality. Every journal may encounter various controversial issues every year that some of them may be crucial for authors.

Confidentiality

Original works submitted to journals may be stolen by one of the journal staff or a hacker who passes the security walls of online submission system. Protecting manuscripts is one of the journals’ responsibilities and journals have to clarify this in their website. Besides this, journals must keep authors’ personal information confidential and never use such information for financial purposes in particular. However, authors should be careful in their submissions to the vague-policy journals.

Scientific writing and publishing ethics

Publication ethics include different types of plagiarism (Shokraneh and Khan 2009), data fabrication or falsification, co-submission, duplicate publication, salami papers and other related issues. Presenting documented guidelines for each of these issues is a good factor for authors in journal selection. Some of the journals are members of Committee On Publication Ethics (COPE) who provide such guidelines as well as consultations about controversial ethical issues for member journals. Choose a journal which reports publication ethics policy in the case of problems that may happen for papers.
Medical ethics
Researches on animal and human subjects, especially interventional studies, need special ethical requirements. Researchers must report the ethical guidelines they use in such researches. Trials on human cases need more considerations like RCT registration number, confidentiality of patients’ personal information, anonymity of patients, signed informed consent forms by participants and so on. Nowadays in every research center, there are medical ethics committees who assess the compatibility of research proposals with international guidelines and their approval is needed for financial support as well as submissions to journals. Journals must report the presentation way of such ethical issues.

Conflict of interests
Interest of authors, reviewers and editors should be clearly declared. Any political, religious, financial, etc. attitudes may create a bias for the contributors of journal. Such biases deteriorate journal reputation and in biomedical journals, they may lead in the publication of biased papers, which provide pseudo-evidences for practitioners, policy makers, grant funders and physician’s decisions on patients’ life. Also, such publications may be cited and used by other researchers and waste their time, money, energy and prestige perhaps.

Although some journals rarely reject a manuscript containing possible major bias especially financial disclosure in pharmacology and drug research fields, reported interests, acknowledgements and affiliations give chance for readers to be careful in studying and using such papers in their evidence-based practice. Authors should select ethically clear journals and honestly report their possible interests.

Copyright
Many journals care about the copyright owner of papers and describe rules for using copyrighted materials. Authors may be interested to be the copyright owner of their own work so they should study rights’ chapter of journals before a final decision for submission. Some authors may be surprised when the journals ask them to pay for the access to their own papers.

Simplicity
Most authors are researchers who are trained for research and it is usual to have problems with hard submission criteria in journals. Simplicity of author’s guidelines, paper submission and using ICMJE guidelines by journals are more desirable for authors. Some journals ask authors in complicated conditions for payments per page or colored figures as well as high quality pictures for publication. Some authors have learnt how to meet the criteria easily, but others may not intend to spend much time for such issues.

Time
Journals are preferred to books in their presentation of up to date information. Duration of submission to publication may not be so long to lead in the missing of novelty and timeliness of research. Time issue makes journal selection process more important for the authors. Hence, rapid responding journals are great chances for the authors. Even responsiveness of journals may be vital for the authors. Time needed for early decisions such as rapid rejection or acceptance and quick publication should be considered by both journals and authors. Biomedical fields which grow faster than many other disciplines put the novel results of researches in jeopardy of obsolescence and novelty may miss if the authors select the slow motion journals. On the other hand, fast process should lead in low quality of published work and rapid-responsibly of a certain journal should not deceive the authors.

Authors could acquire required time issues information from different ways. Some of the journals describe such information in their instructions for authors or review process but authors should be suspicious about such information that may be affected by editors’ intervention. Asking authors who have previously published a work in a certain journal is one of the suitable ways of information gathering about a journal. Also, most scientific journals mention receive, revise, accept and publication dates on every published paper. Checking random papers may provide a general view about time durations of journals. Reviewing such information, authors should remember that some of reported time may be wasted by authors in revision process and it often is not journals’ fault; however, journals should consider suggestions (Khosrowjerdi et al 2011) such as online publication, online peer-review system, designing preprint databases, assigning deadlines etc. to resolve publication delay.

Suggestions by colleagues
Every researcher talks about works in different journals. Their experience and advice on journals may be an effective factor for other authors. Conversations with subject librarians, authors, editors, readers and so on could provide valuable information on decision on the selection of a journal. Besides, ranking systems of journals, online directories, search results of PubMed and other factors should be taken into account by the authors.

Experienced authors never rely on the subjective opinions of others ignoring their own evaluation applying different criteria.

Cost
Free submission and publication is a merit for low income authors and countries but payments may increase the production and scientific quality of work. Reasonable payments of journals for colored pictures, language editing, paper length, etc. may be good options for both journals and authors, however, not all of the authors have the facilities to pay money for the publication.
Financial issues of journals are another remarkable tip for authors, in particular for those choosing open access journals. Sometimes authors are satisfied when they are confident that the authors’ payments lead in the free full text access for readers and authors.

Motivators

A survey in 1999 revealed that communication, career, prestige, funding and financial awards are respectively the main motivations of authors for publications. So it is crucial to take such motivators into account (Swan 1999).

Research founders may impress authors to publish their work in known/valid journals on the one hand and authors may have limited options for selections. On the other hand, some journals devote awards and good choices for authors. Suggestion of wanted and unwanted reviewers of manuscript, annual awards, invitations and call for papers, free hard copies of certain issues and even official acceptance letter and good feedback are considerable motivations for authors and sometimes lead in the challenge among authors of the same manuscript where to submit their paper.

Acceptance possibility

Frank (1994) reported likelihood of manuscript acceptance as the most important factors for subsequent submissions. But for initial submissions, acceptance possibility could be evaluated by many other ways:

- Numbers of published papers and issues per year in journal;
- Affiliations of manuscript authors;
- Existence of well-known co-authors in manuscript;
- Submission of first work of authors’ scientific life;
- History of journal in publication of papers from authors’ country;
- First paper of authors’ country in a certain journal;
- Past communication experience with editors and reviewers;
- Rejection and acceptance rates if unbiased statistics are available;
- Selection of newborn journals;
- Aforementioned criteria and many other issues.

When to select a journal?

Sometimes, researchers suggest selecting journal before manuscript preparation. This may be good because authors consider instructions of a certain journal in preparation but it may restrict authors to particular limitations such as length of paper as well as content presentation quality. Paradoxically, there is a belief that the selection process should be performed after manuscript preparation. This way may lead in free writing with no limitation; however, reformating the manuscript for a journal may take time.

Authors are free in choosing their own trend. They could send the abstract for some journals and make final selection decision after receiving feedbacks from the editors.

Conclusion

There are many journals in every scientific field and authors need to select a proper one for their own work. Selection process is affected by many criteria and authors should not consider only one criterion for decision. Regazzi and Aytac (2007) conducted a research to find out how authors value the journals. They found 16 criteria which make the journal important for authors. Readership, time to publish, reputation, copyright restrictions, recommendation, online submission, online journal, open access, impact factor, editorial board, society, non-for-profit publication, publisher name, design, rejection rate, price and previous experience were respectively main criteria utilized by authors to value the journals.

Authors need a cut-off between aforementioned criteria and their aim for publication considering what their affiliated authority requires. Gathering all factors and providing a decision environment is not easy for all the authors. As a solution for this issue, experienced authors follow news about publication policy of journals all the time and try to work only in one or two specialized topics and to publish in special journals.

Ideally, there is no best journal since authors always can find a better one! Authors must recall their publication goals, important selection criteria and environmental conditions before final decision. Finally, the readers of present paper should notice that the consideration of these criteria will not quarantine the publication of their manuscripts in their desired journal because there are many other unreported criteria pertaining to journals decisions and some of these factors such as political issues and editorial interests are beyond the scientific manners.
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